Suspension Mounting Clips for Skylight LED Panel Light

1. **Accessories**
   - Ring(1)  X4  Raw plug(4)
   - Cable holding fixture(2)  X4  Cable locking fixture(5)
   - Mounting cap(3)  X4  Screw(6)
   - Screw(7)  X4  Steel cable(8)  X4

2. Drilling four D6mm holes in the ceiling according to the holes on the position card.

3. Attach the four ring(1) too the corresponding sliding nuts at the edge of the LED panel(at the

4. Put the raw plug(4) into the holes, insert the screw(6) through the cable holding fixture(2) and fasten it into the raw plug(4).

5. Insert the open end of the four steel cables(8) from the inside through the mounting caps(3),insert one steel cable(8) each in the cable holding fixture(3), the steel cables come out again through the lateral opening on the fixture.

6. Screw down the mounting caps(3) on the rings(1) that were fastened on the panel at the beginning. A lock integrated in the fixture(2) prevents the steel cable from being pulled out again if the lock is released (press the sleeve at the end of the fixture slightly). The cable can be adjusted in length. Make sure the LED panel is aligned horizontally.

7. Installation is finished. The steel cable can be shortened using a suitable tool.